
 

 

 

Sunday in Cape Town…oh, dear, oh, dear Autumn has arrived.  Rain and time to get the fleece out. 

Typical sort of week.  I’m now in my third week of 3 times a week gym visits and I’m planning to disappear 
sometime early next year if my weight loss continues in a straight line. 

Two important business meeting this week and both of them have a corporate nature to them.  Corporate 
business is the way forward for SDI and we’re doing our best. 

The quote is in for the new SDI website.  It’ll be a landing site for other places to visit.  It’s easier to maintain 
that way. 

Spoke with Adelaide on Jabber this week.  Techno people can explain to me why cheap and cheerful Skype 
is easier and better than a Cisco backed commercial product.  Sometimes cheaper is better. 

The Stormers finally won this week.  Exciting game against the Chiefs and I’m in my new seat in the 
grandstand with a much better view than last year.  I will be gluing my eyes to the screen this afternoon to 
watch Millwall in the FA Cup…but more in hope than expectation. 

If you want to get all the tips in one package visit Amazon and put my name in the search box. You complete 
the purchase it is $1.95 for 100 tips or you can buy 500.  Next up will be some short vids for YouTube. 

Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets and @sdisouthafrica and LinkedIn for daily SDI 
tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn and re-tweet. 
 
Have a good one  
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All us boomers in the UK are members of friendreunited.co.uk and this week I saw some great pictures under the 

title “class divide”.  Check this out:  
http://www.friendsreunited.co.uk/the-class-divide-1950/Memory/4105a208-a49b-4bdd-8948-a05201192d95 

Sports fans who want to listen to the cricket outside the UK and are frustrated by the BBC’s blocking of coverage 

should check out Test Match Sofa.   I’ve just followed the last test against NZ when the BBC block overseas 

coverage. 

DALLAS (AP) — An obese stray cat found wandering six months ago near Dallas has slimmed down to 34 pounds 

and been adopted by the veterinarian overseeing his care. 

Dr. Brittney Barton said Friday that the orange tabby dubbed Skinny is doing well on a special diet to help lose 

weight and increase his metabolism. 

Barton says she became attached to the onetime 41-pound cat she was treating at an animal orphanage and last 

month he became part of her family. Skinny joins Barton's husband, three children, a dog and another cat at 

her home. 

Barton says Skinny gets along great with the other animals, can jump up on a couch and runs to his food bag at 

feeding time. She says the house has long hallways that provide good exercise for Skinny. 
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Seeing double 

 
I swear this story is true. 
 
I’m in Specsavers and they’re doing a deal on glasses...if you by two pairs then you get a big 
reduction on the second pair. 
 
I asked a sales assistant to quote me on the price of a first pair and then what the price would be 
on the second pair.  The second pair came out more expensive than the first pair. 
 
There’s big sign on the wall which states that a second pair is much cheaper and I pointed at 
it…imagine the picture.  I then explained that if the second pair was more expensive than the first 
pair then it would be cheaper for me to come in twice and buy two first pairs…rather than 
aggregate the purchase. 
 
“Well, that’s what the system is saying,” came the deathly cry from the sales assistant with her 
head in a PC screen. 
 
If it wasn’t so sad it would be funny.  Eventually the boss came over and explained that they’d 
had a software upgrade with new pricing and things were a bit difficult. 
 
I will not be buying any new glasses from these comedians. 
 
Sometimes you do rely on “systems” to price up your quotes but never let the human element 
disappear and whatever you do never blame the “system.”  If you’re the seller it’s your fault. 
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Seeing double again 

As a value driven buyer I’ve been keen to compare the prices of glasses in Cape Town. 
 
I went to the top of the market which in SA is Mullers.  They gave me great service and quoted an 
eye watering price for lenses.  Evidently they import the lenses and get stung by import duty. 
 
I then went to the other end of the market, Specsavers, and compared prices…or I tried to…read 
the sales tip! 
 
The upfront Specsavers price is half the Mullers price when you get the first up quote…but when 
you try to compare like for like their prices are almost identical. 
 
What Specsavers do is to quote an entry level product in their advertising…a product that you’re 
not likely to want without adding to it.  For example…they quote the worst refractive index for 
lenses and that’s OK if you want the lenses to look like milk bottles.  If you want something 
thinner you pay extra…and it’s extra for coatings and extra for prisms and extra for transitions and 
extra for varifocals etc. 
 
You get nickel and dimed all the way on the journey away from Valuetown. 
 
To the uninformed Specsavers seem to be just so much cheaper…but they ain’t! 
 
Always compare like with like and don’t allow people to enter an up front price that is entirely de-
specced (nice pun for glasses!).  They may seem cheaper but examine carefully exactly what you 
get for your money. 
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